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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need fits within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a fire loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some significant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was flown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and efforts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible. Their
names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneficial, as well as enjoyable. We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a different legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staff
Jeffrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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Presiding:
Richard R. Mehrhof, Jr., Program Chair; Mehrhof Mediations, Augusta, GA

THURSDAY, MAY 9, 2019
7:45	
REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
		 (All attendees must check in upon arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended.)
8:25	
WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
		 Richard R. Mehrhof, Jr., Program Chair; Mehrhof Mediations, Augusta, GA
8:30	
STICKY ISSUES
		 David M. Zacks, Zacks Resolution LLC, Atlanta, GA
9:30	
SHOW AND TELL OR HIDE AND SEEK, THE PLAINTIFF’S
		 PERSPECTIVE ON MEDIATION
		 Harry D. Revell, Nicholson Revell LLP, Augusta, GA
10:15	
BREAK
10:30	
DOMESTIC MEDIATION—A FRESH PERSPECTIVE
		 Alex M. Brown, Alex M. Brown Law LLC, Augusta, GA
11:30	
MEDIATION ADVOCACY THAT WORKS
		 Robert A. “Bob” Berlin, New Decision Management Associates, Inc., Macon, GA
12:15	
LUNCH (Included in registration fee.)
12:45	
(CONT.) MEDIATION ADVOCACY THAT WORKS
		 Robert A. “Bob” Berlin, New Decision Management Associates, Inc., Macon, GA
1:45	
OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FROM THE DEFENSE PERSPECTIVE
		
Sonja R. Tate, Fulcher Hagler LLP, Augusta, GA
2:30	
MEDIATION ETHICS—THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY
		 Raymond G. “Ray” Chadwick, Jr., Chadwick Mediation and Arbitration, LLC, Augusta, GA
3:15	
ADJOURN
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Topic: STICKY ISSUES
By: David M. Zacks
Zacks Resolution, LLC
There are two purposes for this session:

I.

1.

How to deal with sticky issues and ways to address them;

2.

How to be a better and different negotiator during mediation.

Sticky Issues and Ways to Address Them:
A.

Dealing With Offers and Counter-offers

We know that experienced lawyers, both plaintiff and defense, know the
reasonable range (ballpark) for matters within their expertise. The best opening
position is in the “parking lot” but with room to move. If the other side is reasonable
and opens in a similar position, you will make progress rapidly. If the other side is on
the “freeway,” move slowly until they get to the “ballpark.” Opening numbers by both
parties in offer and response impact not only where the mediation may head but they
also carry a CREDITABILITY issue with them.
Understand the importance of managing your patterns of concession.
The best predictor of the final outcome is the midpoint of the first semireasonable offer and counter-offer.
B.

Discussion on How to Handle Parties Who Come Without Adequate
Settlement Authority.

C.

Approaches on Handling a Response to a “Bracketed Offer.”

D.

How Do You Make It Through The Rough Time of Day?

E.

What is the Best Response to a “Take it or Leave it Offer”?

USADMIN 10425190 1
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II.

DO IT BETTER
A.

Value of bringing a Settlement Agreement to the mediation.

B.

Tips on how to build rapport with opposing counsel and parties.

C.

The importance of “why.”

D.

Lower your voice to be heard.

E.

Can you do better than the settlement?

F.

What do you do if the mediation is unsuccessful?

G.

Process is not about Winning.

It is the hope and goal of this session to end the hour with the audience better
informed, as well as entertained in a mutual learning experience.

©Zacks Resolution 2015
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David M. Zacks, Esq.
Case M anager
Ankur Haldar
T: 404-566-2156
F: 404-588-0905
One Atlantic Center, 1201 West Peachtree, Suite 2650,
Atlanta, GA 30309
ahaldar@jamsadr.com

Biography
David M . Zacks, Esq. joins JAMS following a distinguished legal career as a trial lawyer and neutral spanning
45 years. Mr. Zacks’ extensive experience as a trial lawyer across various areas of the law, including class
actions, health care, insurance and catastrophic injury, has laid the foundation for a successful launch into
ADR.
Best known for his commitment to the process, through truly listening to parties and evaluating the merits of his
cases, Mr. Zacks continuously brings parties to resolution in highly complex disputes.
Mr. Zacks regularly writes and lectures on a variety of ADR issues and is an active member of the Georgia legal
community through participation and leadership in organizations representative of his vast experience in
business and the law.
ADR Experience and Qualifications
Evaluated, settled and arbitrated numerous complex cases, including multi-party cases and class actions
45 years as a trial lawyer for both sides of the bar, using ADR as a means of settlement from the early
1990’s
At Kilpatrick Townsend, chaired Health and Life Sciences and Complex Business Litigation sections, cochaired Native American practice group with Ambassador (Ret.) Keith M. Harper
Captain and certified military judge in JAGC 1967-1971

David M. Zac ks, Esq. | JAMS Neutral | General Biography
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Representative M atters
Health Care/Employment
Successfully resolved multimillion dollar billing dispute between a major insurance carrier and
hospital system
Has mediated and arbitrated wrongful death action against providers as well as nursing homes and
hospitals
Also handled disputes involving credentialing issues, privatization of state health care systems
Successfully resolved whistleblower cases, billing improprieties against providers, personal
misconduct and medical malpractice claims against hospital personnel and employee discrimination
claims
Catastrophic Injury
Wrongful death actions, severe burn cases involving product liability issues, aviation matters,
professional negligence including medical malpractice
Indian Law
Served as principal negotiator during a critical phase of litigation on behalf of 500,000 Native
Americans in a case involving the government’s mismanagement of trust lands and accounts for
over a century, resulting in a multi-billion dollar settlement
Business/Commercial
Various breach of contract issues, proximate cause and damages, dissolution of business,
bankruptcy
Commercial employment cases involving key executives, law firms and health care industry
organizations

Honors, Memberships, and Professional Activities
Member, American College of Civil Trial Mediators
Recognized in The Best Lawyers in America for Alternative Dispute Resolution, Health Care Law and
Personal Injury Litigation, 2014–17
Georgia Trend's "Legal Elite" for Personal Injury Law, 2013-14
Named "Atlanta Lawyer of the Year" in the area of Mediation by The Best Lawyers in America, 2013
Chair, Kilpatrick Townsend Complex Business Litigation, 2007-10
Co-Founder & Chair with Keith Harper, Former Native American Ambassador, Kilpatrick Townsend Native
American Practice Group, 2006-09
Wake Forest University Distinguished Alumni Award, 2004
Georgia Bar Community Service Award, 2003
Atlanta Bar Palmer Ansley Leadership Award, 2003
Chair, Kilpatrick Townsend Health and Life Science Section, 1994-2002
Captain and certified military judge in the Judge Advocate General’s Corps of the United States Army,
1967-71
Served as National Chair of the American Cancer Society
Founding Member of the Georgia Academy of Mediators and Arbitrators
Board Member, Advisory Board for Regenerative Medicine at Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center,
Advisory Board for Regenerative Medicine
Georgia "Super Lawyer" in Alternative Dispute Resolution and Litigation Law by Super Lawyers magazine
National Register’s Who's Who in Executives and Professionals
Former co-chair of Wake Forest Law School Board of Visitors

Background and Education
Founding Neutral, Zacks Resolution, LLC, 2015-17
Partner, Kilpatrick Townsend, 1994-2015
J.D., Wake Forest School of Law, 1967
B.A., with honors, Wake Forest University, 1964
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Practice Areas
Arbitration
Business/Commercial
Class Action/Mass Tort
Employment
Health Care
Indian Law
Insurance
Personal Injury/Torts

Locations
Atlanta, Georgia
Available nationwide ›

Disclaimer
This page is for general information purposes. JAMS makes no representations or warranties regarding its
accuracy or completeness. Interested persons should conduct their own research regarding information on this
website before deciding to use JAMS, including investigation and research of JAMS neutrals. See More
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SHOW AND TELL……. OR HIDE AND SEEK?
THE PLAINTIFF’S PERSPECTIVE ON MEDIATION
Harry D. Revell
Nicholson Revell LLP
Augusta, Georgia
In many ways, mediation has now replaced the jury trial for resolution of civil
disputes. Overcrowded criminal dockets make it more and more difficult for plaintiffs
to have their “day in court” before a jury. As a result, lawyers for plaintiffs must
anticipate and plan for mediation much like they traditionally planned for a jury trial.
I.

Understanding the Mediation Relationships.

Effective mediation starts with the recognition and leveraging of the different
relationships attendant to the mediation setting. Those relationships include: lawyers
and clients (both plaintiff and defendant); plaintiff and the mediator; defendant and the
mediator; and counsel for plaintiff and counsel for defendant.
Information imparted to clients needs repetition and reinforcement. When you
first address with your client the possibility of mediation their attitudes range from
“What’s a mediation – it must be just another tactic to delay this thing” to “They want a
settlement conference – that means I must be getting all the money I want for my case.”
Usually reality is somewhere in-between. Certain things should be on your checklist to
prepare for any mediation. Here are a few:
•

Explain the mediation process early and often and leave no room for doubt.
Explain to your client it is a settlement conference where a mediator acts as a
facilitator only. The mediator will not render any decisions in the case.

•

Consider who should - - and who should not - - come to the mediation with your
client. Certain family members and close friends might add to your plaintiff’s
credibility, so consider someone who can help the decision-making with a better
degree of objectivity. Make sure everyone is appropriately dressed.

•

Take the client through the details of what the mediation day will be like. Explain
exactly what will go on in the room: the mediator’s opening remarks and the
opportunity to make a statement, if advisable. Explain that the proceeding is not
adversarial or confrontational. It’s a time to extend courtesies rather than rattle
sabers.

•

Let the client know about the neutrality of the mediator. Everyone wants the
mediator to be on his or her side, but typically the mediator is firm with both
sides.

•

Review how you want the client to conduct themselves at all times. Make them
aware their body language is important –no rolling of eyes, shaking of the head,
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or audible sighs. When greeting the opponents do so with courtesy and proper
respect.
•

Emphasize to the clients that even if the case does not settle at the mediation,
their presentation and conduct will likely influence the defendant’s ultimate
opinions about the case.

•

Explain to the client the defenses they will hear in the mediation setting and
explain they should be braced to listen respectfully without becoming upset
during the defendant’s presentation. Hearing these defenses is beneficial because
they must eventually be overcome anyway.

•

Long before the mediation, consider and discuss the allocation of any money that
might be offered. For example, that the widow splits the money with the children
or that the minor’s share is not for the parents to use as they wish. Review the
attorney fee contract so there is no uncertainty about how the contingency fee
operates. Make the client aware of the out of pocket costs advanced. Talk in
terms of net to the client.

•

Be aware of and inform the client about liens, subrogation, and medical
reimbursement claims. Frequently, liens cannot be resolved until the outcome at
mediation is known.

•

If applicable, explain structured settlements, special needs trusts,
conservatorships, etc. to the client. These concepts are complex and hard to
understand. Clients will justifiably be upset and confused if they hear about them
for the first time at the mediation.

•

Patience, Patience, Patience. Prepare the client for the truly arduous grind of the
mediation experience. Prepare them for the obligatory “low ball” first offer,
which often insults the client. Remember, however, the only offer that really
matters is the last one, not the first one.
II.

Educating the Mediator.

It is important to give the mediator adequate information about the client and the
case. This can be done with a confidential memorandum to the mediator or a
memorandum to share with the other side.
If you submitted a settlement letter or settlement package that alone might be
enough. However, most mediators do not want to be burdened with too much
information. Good mediators are quick studies who are very experienced and able to
pick up on the relevant issues easily. It is also important to alert the mediator to
anything unusual or remarkable about the case. If a unique statute or a rule of law
exists, let the mediator know in advance. Inform the mediator in short version what law
applies to the case. For example, explain how tort reform legislation affects your case.
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Prepare the mediator to deal with a client with special needs or a unique
personality and let the mediator know that you are bringing someone to assist the client
for some special reason. You also should let the mediator know if some party who
appears to be essential is not going to be there and why they are absent. If any problems
surfaced during the previous negotiations, let the mediator know. Most mediators can
smooth over problems and minimize conflicts that previously existed. A mediator who
understands your case can help with client management by reinforcing strengths and
weaknesses of the case. This can also validate the lawyer’s opinions previously
expressed to the client.
Most mediators want to know beneficial information that might influence the
case, like a particular judge presiding, the venue, previous verdicts in the jurisdiction,
and whether a limits demand has been made.
III.

Educating Your Opponent.

Naturally, the further along you are in the discovery process, the greater the
chance for a successful mediation. The more information each side has about the other,
the easier the decision-making process becomes. Sometimes cases are mediated when
all that is left is the trial of the case, and, therefore, education at or before the mediation
process is not as important. The mediation process should then be used to emphasize
the real strengths of the case.
If discovery has not been completed, you should provide the other side with the
data you think is important in your case. Most people who have successful mediations
are those who provided trustworthy information prior to the mediation. Surprises don’t
help at mediation. Insurance companies and corporations simply do not work that way.
Typically, senior claims people and/or a claims committee decides about the
ultimate payment they will commit to settling the case. It is unlikely those decision
makers will show up at the mediation. Usually the person at mediation is given a range
or a maximum amount within which he or she is authorized to settle your case; and, yes,
this is done regardless of the typical expectation that defendant will have “someone with
full authority to settle” present at the mediation. The person who comes does have “full
authority” but only the authority to pay up to the number authorized by higher
management. The representative of the defendant can make telephone calls back to
upper management to get more money, but it is usually not because of some surprise
from the mediation process.
Sometimes, even defense counsel does not know how much his own client has
authorized to settle a case. This situation did not exist many years ago but is now more
common as adjusters choose not to be as deferential to defense counsel.
Hard special damages carry the power of objectivity. Such damages should be
underscored with charts or handouts at the mediation. As to the intangible damages,
make your client’s human damages real and palpable to the defendant. As to all claims
for damages, it is good to use the mediation process to emphasize those damages, even if
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in shorthand form, but remember the claims adjuster has many claims open at the time.
You must get the adjuster focused on your client.
Liability should be addressed with the strongest possible evidence as quickly and
succinctly as possible. The emphasis on third-party’s statements, impartial policemen,
etc., are helpful. In a claim where your client might be partially at fault, a few words on
comparative negligence might be useful to educate an adjuster who is not from Georgia.
Be prepared to acknowledge and address what you know are the weaknesses in your
case. All cases have some weakness, and you are not going to minimize it by failing to
address it.
As for opening statements, most lawyers believe they have minimal impact on a
case in which the parties know a good deal about each other’s case. Considerations as to
whether a prolonged and detailed opening statement is appropriate include client
management, the degree to which the defendant knows the case, and the degree to
which the mediator and adjuster need help in becoming more familiar with the facts.
IV. Exit Strategy.
Many times mediation ends with acceptable if not perfect settlement terms
established and appropriate memoranda prepared. Other times the formal mediation
adjourns with an understanding that the mediator will continue to work with the
parties, usually by phone, to attempt to close the deal. Sometimes they adjourn with a
tentative settlement but with work to do, e.g., satisfaction of liens and subrogation
interests. And there are, of course, times of true impasse when no future help will be
needed by the mediator. Nevertheless, most mediations end with benefit derived.
Narrowing the money gap, identifying new issues for resolution and simply learning
more about both sides of the case will usually make the process worthwhile and
beneficial.
So, to have a successful mediation experience get the client fully informed and
come with patience, flexibility, and resolve.
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Curriculum Vitae
HARRY D. REVELL, ESQ.
Nicholson Revell LLP
4137 Columbia Road
Augusta, Georgia 30901
Telephone: (706) 722-8784
Facsimile: (706) 722 6495
Email: harry@nicholsonrevell.com
AREAS OF LEGAL PRACTICE AND EXPERTISE
Broad range of complex civil litigation including serious and catastrophic
personal injury, class actions, professional negligence, condemnation, insurance
coverage, insurance claims and business litigation.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Nicholson Revell LLP- Partner
2004 — Present
Burnside, Wall, Daniel, Ellison & Revell- Partner
1987 — 2004
U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness- Membership
Director 1985 — 1987
Georgia Power Co.- Various Management Positions
1976 - 1985
EDUCATION
University of Georgia
B.B.A. 1976
Major: Management
George Mason University School of Law
1985-1986
Woodrow Wilson College of Law
J.D. 1983-1986
BAR ADMISSIONS
Georgia Supreme Court, 1988
Georgia Court of Appeals, 1988
U.S. District Court Northern District of Georgia, 1988
U.S. District Court Southern District of Georgia, 1988
U.S. District Court Middle District of Georgia, 2005
U.S. Court of Appeals 11th Circuit, 1988
U.S. Supreme Court, 1993
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
American Bar Association
State Bar of Georgia
Georgia Trial Lawyers Association
Augusta Bar Association, President (2005)

REPORTED CASES INCLUDE:
•

Doctors Hospital of Augusta, LLC v. Alicea, 299 Ga. 315 (2016)

•

Kight v. MCG Health, Inc., 296 Ga. 687 (2015)

•

MCG Health. Inc. v. Owners Insurance Company, 288 Ga. 782 (2011)

•

Hooters of Augusta. Inc. v. American Global Ins. Co., 272 F.Supp.2d 1365
(S.D. Ga. 2003)

•

Powell v. Norman Elec. Galaxy, Inc., 225 Ga. App. 40.7 (2002)

•

Hooters of Augusta. Inc. v. Nicholson, 245 Ga. App. 363 (2000)

•

Dunaway v. Columbia County, 213 Ga. App. 840 (1994)

•

SJT. Inc. v. Richmond County, 215 Ga. App. 73 (1994)

•

Fleet Finance v. Jones, 263 Ga. 228 (1993)

•

Richmond County v. 0.1.5A acres of land, 208 Ga. App. 208 (1993)

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Hometown:
Wife:
Children:

Louisville, Georgia
Shelia D. Revell (36 years)
Hunt, Dixon and Eleanor; 3 grandchildren
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GUIDELINES ON CHILD ABUSE REPORTING
1. OCGA § 19-7-5(c)(2) provides that a person who is a mandated reporter because s\he attends
to a child as a staff member of a hospital, school, social agency, or similar facility may discharge the duty
to report by notifying the person in charge of the facility. This provision does not seem applicable to a
mandated reporter who is serving as a mediator in a mediation center, and it is doubtful whether the
mediator who is a mandated reporter will satisfy the statute by reporting to the program director. To be
safe, the mediator should report directly to an agency designated by the Department of Human Resources,
the police, or the district attorney as directed in OCGA § 19-7-5 (e).
2. OCGA § 19-7-5 (d) and (e) provide that any person other than one specified in subsection(c)
should make an oral report as soon as possible to a child welfare agency providing protective services, as
designated by the Department of Human Resources, or, in the absence of such an agency, to an
appropriate police authority or the district attorney. Program directors should have an address and phone
number for the reporting agency in their county or circuit and make this information available to
mediators. Questions about the specific requirements of reporting should be referred to the reporting
agency. Since confidentiality does not extend to allegations of child abuse, any information regarding the
allegation should be reported.
3. The Georgia Supreme Court Alternative Dispute Resolution Rules provide that
“Confidentiality does not extend to a situation in which 1) there are threats of imminent violence to self or
others or 2) the mediator reasonably believes that a child is abused or that the safety of any party or third
person is in danger.” Only the information relating to child abuse is excluded from the confidentiality
pledge. Confidentiality applies to other information revealed by any party during the mediation.
4. If allegations are made by one party against another in caucus, it is suggested that in the
interest of safety the mediator not reveal the allegations to the “accused” party. The mediator is in no
different position from that of any other reporter vis-a’-vis the accused party and owes no special duty to
that person simply by virtue of having served as mediator.
If an admission is made in caucus, the mediator should not inform the other party but should
discharge his or her duty by reporting that admission. If the mediator feels that the child is in imminent
danger, the mediator should use his or her judgment as to how this information should be reported to best
protect the child.
5. It is necessary that the mediator terminate the mediation as soon as there is an allegation of
child abuse. This should be handled as gracefully as possible. The mediator may tell the parties that the
mediation is at an impasse, that the mediator has determined that the mediation will not be helpful to the
parties, or that the mediator feels s\he cannot help the parties further. Telling the parties that the case is
inappropriate for mediation may be unwise, causing immediate danger to a party or the mediator or
possible retaliation against the child. If the information is revealed in caucus, the parties should be
informed that the mediation is terminated, and the parties should be allowed to leave separately.
6. The program director should inform the court that the mediator finds the case inappropriate
for mediation. There is no need to report further to the court since the proper avenue for reporting is
through the agency designated by the Department of Human Resources.

Approved by the Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution, 9/27/96
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ADVISORY OPINION 9
GEORGIA COMMISSION ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Executive Summary
This Advisory Opinion focuses on a Georgia Court of Appeals case and the practice of
negotiating past-due child support. The case prohibits any action by the court or the parties
that reduces the total amount of child support owed under an existing court order. First, the
total arrearage amount must be accurately calculated using the existing child support order
and records of payments made and received. Only then can any repayment plan for child
support owed be negotiated or ordered. If past-due child support cannot be accurately
determined, then no negotiations around its repayment can occur; instead, a court must hold a
hearing to determine the true amount of past-due child support. ADR programs and
mediators are encouraged to inform parties prior to mediation that they must bring with them
copies of the existing child support order and records of child support payments made and
received.
_______________
Helping parties to calculate and negotiate arrearages in child support payments has been a
common practice among Georgia mediators for many years. The exact amount of past due child
support can be difficult to compute as parties’ records may be incomplete or lacking, or the
parties may have informally agreed to alternative arrangements. Often, as part of a settlement,
parties agree upon an estimated arrearage amount that may be lower than the actual amount.
In March 2015, the Georgia Court of Appeals, in Wright v. Burch, 331 Ga. App. 839, 771
S.E.2d 490 (2015), issued a decision that requires a significant change to this long-standing
practice around the calculation and negotiation of child support arrearages. The Court held that
neither a trial court nor the parties could reduce the total amount of child support owed under an
existing court order. Only a repayment schedule of the past-due child support can be ordered by
the court or negotiated by the parties, as long as the amount of the arrearage can be accurately
determined.
To help Georgia mediators to understand the Wright case and to prevent them from
unwittingly violating the case’s holdings, the Commission on Dispute Resolution issues this
advisory opinion.
I. What does Wright Say?
The parties in Wright finalized their divorce in Tennessee in 2003. As part of their
agreement, they stipulated that any changes to the terms of their divorce must be made by written
agreement of the parties. In May 2013, Wright filed a petition to domesticate the Tennessee
divorce decree in Georgia and for money paid and received. The parties agreed in writing to
reduce the amount of Burch’s past-due child support and submitted the modification to the trial
court, which made their agreement an order of the court.
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The Court of Appeals affirmed that this modification procedure was correct. However,
the Court found that the parties’ 2013 agreement and the trial court’s order were invalid because
they attempted to reduce the amount of child support arrearage Burch owed Wright. A court
“cannot simply forgive or reduce the past-due amount owed under a valid child support order,”
the Court of Appeals wrote, and it ordered the trial court to hold a hearing to determine “the
proper amount of any child support arrearage as of the date of the hearing, but disregarding the
parties’ purported settlement of October 2013 as to such arrearage.” Wright, 331 Ga. App. at
845. The trial court is then free, the Court ruled, to enter an order laying out a payment schedule
of that arrearage, as long as the best interests of the parties’ children are met.
Domestic relations mediators must be clear that, under Wright, any court order or any
party agreement that reduces the total amount of child support arrearage is void because such a
reduction “constitutes an improper, retroactive modification of support obligations.” Id. at 844.
Wright also made clear that a trial court is authorized only to determine the “true amount” or
“proper amount” of the arrearage at issue and to enter orders for repayment. Id. at 845. That is,
once the total arrearage is accurately calculated, only the repayment schedule, not the total
arrearage, can be modified by party agreement or court order.
II. What Does Wright Require in Mediation?
It is common for parties (and their attorneys) to come to a mediation without having
filled out the financial affidavits required to finalize a divorce or child support modification.
Likewise, parties seeking to file a contempt action for nonpayment of child support often attend
mediation without records confirming any child support payments made or received, or without a
copy of the existing child support order.
Wright requires that any negotiations on the repayment (not the amount) of child support
arrearage must be based on an accurate calculation of child support owed. What is a mediator to
do if the total arrearage cannot be determined because the parties do not have the necessary
information? Can the parties simply agree on a good faith estimate of the arrearage amount?
Can the court itself make a good faith estimate? Wright says no.
III. What Issues Can Be Mediated?
The role of the mediator is to help the parties determine an accurate amount of child
support and assist them in crafting a repayment plan. If parties bring to the mediation session
copies of the existing child support orders along with documentation of monies paid and
received, then the mediator can help the parties with calculating an accurate amount of arrearage.
This total amount can then be used in determining the schedule for repayment.
However, if this key information is not available, then the total amount of arrearage
cannot be accurately determined and parties cannot formally agree on an estimated amount. The
court will have to hold a hearing to determine the actual arrearage amount. In these cases, until
the hearing, the mediator may want to look for alternative solutions such as a temporary
agreement so that the custodial parent is receiving some child support. In addition, the mediator
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can facilitate discussion of the underlying cause for the missed payments and work to devise a
plan for future action.
IV. Recommendations and Suggested Best Practices
If the opportunity arises, mediators should inform the parties and their attorneys directly
(or through the court ADR program staff) that any claims regarding unpaid child support must be
supported by a copy of the existing child support order and records showing child support
payments made and received. It is not enough for both parties to simply agree on an estimated
arrearage amount. If there is no way for parties to calculate the actual child support arrearage,
then the arrearage amount must be reserved for judicial determination. However, this does not
limit the parties’ ability to negotiate a repayment schedule for an amount to be determined later
by the court.
Issued November 2, 2016, by the Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution.
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RULES FOR MEDIATION IN
CASES INVOLVING ISSUES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE1
(Also Referred to As Intimate Partner Violence and Abuse [IPV/A])
As adopted by the Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution, August 22, 2018
Effective January 1, 2021
The Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution has studied the issue of domestic violence (DV)
and its impact on the mediation process intermittently since 1994. In 1994, the Domestic
Violence advocacy community was divided, with some members of the community believing
mediation could be beneficial in these cases while others remained skeptical. The drafters
ultimately decided that depriving a survivor of domestic violence the right to mediate could be
seen as another form of victimization. Decreasing survivor autonomy by delaying or denying
mediation rights could reduce empowerment and self-determination while increasing the costs
associated with family law matters. On April 6, 1995, the Commission adopted the Guidelines
for Mediation in Cases Involving Issues of Domestic Violence.
The Guidelines put in place were innovative for their time, however, a great deal of research and
practice occurred in the intervening years. Therefore, in 2015, the Commission decided to revisit
and update the processes used in Georgia for addressing these concerns in mediation. This effort
became a collaboration between the Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution, the Georgia
Commission on Family Violence and individuals with expertise in the issue of domestic violence
and/or mediation.
Throughout 2016-2018, a domestic violence working group composed of individuals with
knowledge and experience in the areas of domestic violence, family violence, mediation, and
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) court policies and procedures met to update the guidelines
and changed the policies to be consistent with new research in the field of domestic violence.
Furthermore, the working group recommended that the Guidelines be changed to rules. The
group also considered how courts currently address the issues and how clients experience
mediation in court, as well as information from collaboration across fields.
As a key partner and contributor, the Georgia Commission on Family Violence has both
endorsed these rules and is committed to continued collaboration with the Georgia Commission
on Dispute Resolution.2
GUIDING PRINCIPLES:
The Working Group developed the following Guiding Principles to frame the work done.

1

The Guidelines for Mediation in Cases Involving Issues of Domestic Violence, promulgated by the Georgia
Commission on Dispute Resolution, are hereby repealed, effective January 1, 2021.

2

On June 22, 2018, the Georgia Commission on Family Violence voted unanimously to endorse the Rules and to
support a joint committee with the Commission on Dispute Resolution to oversee implementation, training, review,
and revision of the Rules
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a) Safety: The rules should maximize safety for all participants. Cases referred to mediation
must be properly screened for a history of violence and abuse. Mediators and program
directors must be properly trained to understand the safety needs of victims during the
process of mediation and understand the safety needs of victims and children in terms of
any agreement obtained as a result of mediation.
b) Self-Determination: Mediators and program directors must be properly trained to
understand the dynamics of domestic violence and potential power imbalances between
the parties to provide the victim a meaningful opportunity for self-determination and the
ability to use her (or his) voice to advocate for a desired outcome.
c) Best Practices: The rules should align with current best practices for providing safety to
victims of violence and or abuse, conducting mediations, and training mediators.
d) Practical Implementation: As applied on an individual and program level, the rules
should be reasonable to implement so that mediators and local mediation programs are
able to fully comply while continuing to provide speedy, efficient, and inexpensive
resolution of disputes.
DEFINITIONS:
a) Domestic violence (also known as Intimate Partner Violence and Abuse (IPV/A)):
causing or attempting to cause physical harm to a current or former intimate partner or
spouse/ partner; placing that person in fear of physical harm; or causing that person to
engage involuntarily in sexual activity by force, threat of force, or duress. In addition to
acts or threats of physical violence, for purposes of these rules, domestic violence may
include abusive and controlling behaviors (such as intimidation, isolation, and emotional,
sexual or economic abuse) that one current or former intimate partner or spouse/partner
may exert over the other as a means of control, generally resulting in the other partner
changing her or his behavior in response. Even if physical violence is not present in these
circumstances, such a pattern of abusive behavior may be a critical factor in whether or
not a party has the capacity to bargain effectively. Therefore, a person conducting
screening for domestic violence must be alert to patterns of behavior that, while not
overtly violent, may indicate a pattern of domestic abuse that shall be treated as domestic
violence for purposes of these rules.
b) Screening: the evaluation of individuals to assess their suitability for participation in
mediation; gathering information from parties to determine the presence of DV risk
factors; the verification of the existence of a current or past temporary protective order
through the Georgia State registry; the optional examination of available records to
determine if domestic violence is an issue in the case3. ADR Program staff will endeavor
to encourage full and honest disclosure of any domestic violence history or concerns by
reassuring the party that their sensitive information will be handled appropriately and
their concerns are taken seriously.
3

Temporary Protective Order, O.C.G.A. § 19-13-4 (2010).
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c) ADR Program Staff: individuals charged with administering the ADR program.
d) At-Risk Party: the individual who is the focus of the domestic violence screening done
to determine suitability for mediation.
GODR AND LOCAL PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:
a) The Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution and the Georgia Office of Dispute
Resolution (GODR) will develop rules to assist courts in designing appropriate intake
procedures and training for intake personnel. Existing programs shall send a description
of their intake and screening procedures based on these rules to the Georgia Commission
on Dispute Resolution for review. New programs shall provide a description of intake and
screening procedures with any rules submitted to the Commission for approval.
b) The Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution and the Georgia Office of Dispute
Resolution will assist courts in developing appropriate screening training.
c) Every program should have no fewer than two mediators who are registered in
Specialized Domestic Violence Mediation. All domestic violence mediators shall have
completed 14 hours of specialized issues of domestic violence in mediation training and
shall be registered in the category of Specialized Domestic Violence Mediation.
RULES FOR MEDIATION IN
CASES INVOLVING ISSUES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(Also referred to as Intimate Partner Violence and Abuse IPV/A)
RULE 1. REFERRAL TO MEDIATION
a) Criminal cases that involve domestic violence shall never be referred to mediation from
any court.
b) Cases arising solely under the Family Violence Act shall not be referred to mediation
from any court.4 Mediators shall not facilitate the negotiation of issues related to criminal
charges or the terms of any protective order in a domestic relations matter.
c) All court programs shall screen domestic relations cases using the screening process
outlined below.5 Those domestic relations cases referred to mediation directly from the
bench are also subject to the domestic violence screening process.

4

A case filed as a divorce action or other domestic relations matter that contains a count under the Family Violence
Act is not precluded from referral to mediation and should be screened pursuant to these rules. Mediators are
specifically prohibited from mediating away protective orders or criminal charges related to criminal cases of
domestic violence. This provision was added by the Georgia Commission on Dispute Resolution on March 22, 2005.

5

While it is intended that the intake and screening protocol will be routinely applied to all domestic relations
cases, programs should also use the screening process when allegations of domestic violence arise in other types
of cases such as magistrate, juvenile, probate, and other court matters.
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RULE 2. SCREENING
a) Purpose of screening. The purpose of the mediation screening is to determine whether
mediation can be done safely and free from coercion. Screening for domestic violence is a
shared responsibility of court personnel, ADR program directors and staff, attorneys,
mediators, and parties. However, the final determination as to the appropriateness of
mediation will be made by the ADR program staff. Mediation brochures and parenting
seminars for divorcing couples may be vehicles for dissemination of this information.
GODR will provide ADR Programs with a link to community resources and the statewide
hotline number (1.800.33HAVEN).
b) Informed consent. The Ethical Standards for Neutrals (Appendix C, Chapter 1, Alternative
Dispute Resolution Rules) place primacy on the principles of self-determination and
voluntariness. These standards also require that parties be fully informed about the
mediation process. In keeping with these principles and the necessity of protecting at-risk
parties, ADR staff and court personnel, at-risk parties will be given the opportunity by the
screener to exercise choice about whether to proceed with mediation prior to assignment of
the case. The dynamics of a relationship characterized by a pattern of intimate partner
violence and abuse may manifest in mediation. Thus, an at-risk party in such a relationship
is provided with the choice of whether to mediate or not, in order to avoid further
victimization and/or endangerment. To ensure that the at-risk party’s choice to proceed with
mediation is self-determined, the at-risk party must be provided with sufficient information
about the process to make an informed choice.
Listed below are the elements of mediation that must be shared with the at-risk party to
ensure informed consent.
1. Neutrality: an explanation of the role of the mediator as a neutral person who will
facilitate the discussion between the parties but who will not coerce or control the
outcome; explanation that the mediator will not allow abusive behavior and, while
having skills in balancing power, will not in any way serve as an advocate for the at-risk
party.
2. Confidentiality: an explanation of confidentiality of the mediation session and any
limitations on the extent of confidentiality.
3. Termination: an explanation that the mediation can be terminated at any time by either
party or the mediator.
4. Legal counsel: an explanation that the at-risk party may bring an attorney to the
mediation or consult her or his attorney by telephone during the mediation as needed;
and an explanation that if the at-risk party does not have an attorney, she or he may
bring a DV advocate.
5. Expert advice: an explanation that the mediator will not provide any legal or financial
advice to the parties.
6. Process: an explanation of how mediation is conducted (joint sessions, caucus, etc.) with
an explanation of the option of shuttle (caucus only) mediation.
7. Good faith: an explanation that parties will be expected to negotiate in good faith and
therefore should be prepared to make full disclosure of matters material to any
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agreement reached; but that good faith does not in any way require parties to enter an
agreement about which they have any reservations.
8. Effect of agreement: an explanation that a mediated agreement, once signed, can have
on these indications of domestic violence and continue with the Tier II screening
process.
c) Confidentiality in Screening for Domestic Violence. ADR program directors and staff
conducting screening for domestic violence shall keep information elicited confidential.
Such information shall not be communicated to the court unless absolutely necessary for the
safety of the parties and court personnel. If ADR program staff determine that the case is
inappropriate for mediation based on the screening process, then the court will simply be
notified of that determination.
RULE 3. CONTACTING THE AT-RISK PARTY
a) If the at-risk party is represented by counsel, ADR program staff should consult with her
or his attorney regarding the need to contact the at-risk party to conduct an interview to
learn more about the allegations and to provide information about mediation so that the
at-risk party can make an informed choice about whether to participate in mediation.
b) When communicating with either party about the mediation, the ADR program staff
should take care not to provide the at-risk party’s address or other contact information to
the other party.
c) When calling to arrange an interview, ADR program staff should take precautions to
ensure that the party is able to speak privately before beginning the screening; i.e. asking
if the party is comfortable speaking on the subject at that time, or if they would prefer to
reschedule.
d) During the phone contact with the at-risk party, ADR program staff should explain how
the case came to his/her attention for further screening and the purpose of the screening,
which is to allow the person to make an informed choice.
RULE 4. PHASES OF SCREENING
(a) Initial Screening of All Domestic Relations Cases.
(1) During the initial screening, the ADR program shall make a diligent effort to
check all available resources to inquire whether either party has filed a
petition under the Family Violence Act6. For purposes of these rules, a
petition filed pursuant to the Family Violence Act against the other party is
considered an indication of domestic violence, as is any verbal or written
statement alleging domestic violence made in pleadings or in the screening
6

O.C.G.A. 19-13-1 (2010)
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process. In such cases, programs may proceed to Tier II screening.
(2) Screening if there is no protective order. If there has been no petition for a
protective order under the Family Violence Act, it is the responsibility of the
program to conduct Tier I screening process and inquire about domestic
violence in every domestic relations case. It is also the responsibility of the
parties and their attorneys to inform the ADR program of any domestic
violence allegations. When the party and/or attorney have indicated that there
may be domestic violence, it is the responsibility of the program to follow up
on these indications of domestic violence and continue with the Tier II
screening process.
(b) Tier I. During Tier I screening, a questionnaire is emailed or sent out via U.S. mail by
ADR Program staff that includes an online link to complete the survey. If there is an
attorney of record, the questionnaire shall initially be sent to the attorney. If there is no
attorney, the questionnaire shall be sent directly to the parties. If parties do not complete
the survey online, they can email, mail, or call program staff to conduct the survey over
the phone. The following statement shall be included in the questionnaire: “If you are
concerned about the privacy of your responses or if you prefer to answer the question by
telephone, please call .” The information from the screening will be easily accessed as
needed by ADR program staff and mediators.
(c) If parties do not return the Tier I survey prior to the scheduled mediation OR if the Tier
I survey is returned and a party answers yes to any question, then a screener shall
conduct Tier II screening, contacting each party, preferably by phone; if a phone
number is not available, the contact shall be made by mail or e-mail.
a. If parties appear for mediation having never completed a DV screening, either
the ADR program staff or the mediator shall conduct Tier I screening.
b. If there has been no response to the Tier I screening survey, it cannot be
determined that there is no domestic violence, and therefore the mediation should
only be conducted by mediator who is registered in the category of specialized
domestic violence.
(d) Survey Questions for Tier I.
1. Is there now or has there ever been a protective order, restraining order or stalking
order sought or issued for you and/or the other party? If yes, please explain.
2. Is the Division of Family and Children Services (DFCS) and/or Adult Protective
Services (APS) involved in this case? If yes, please explain.
3. Have you or the other party ever been arrested? If yes, please explain.
4. Were the arrests related to drug or alcohol abuse? If yes, please explain.
5. Are you afraid of the other party? If yes, please explain.
6. Do you have any concerns when the other party does not get his or her way?
7. Have you or the other party ever tried or threatened to:
i. Commit suicide
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ii. Harm the other party
iii. Harm the children
iv. Harm other family members
v. Harm family pets
vi. Use a weapon
vii. If yes, please explain
8. Are you still living in the same home with [name]? If so, do you think you
would feel safe in returning home after discussing the issues in your case in
mediation?
9. Are there any other concerns about safety? If yes, please explain.
(e) Survey Questions for Tier II
1. Review Tier I Questions.
2. Do you know what mediation is and why it has been ordered in your case?
3. What happens when you speak your mind and express your point of view to
[insert name]?
4. Has the other party ever denied you the right to access family resources such as
money, transportation, a phone, etc.? If yes, please describe.
5. Are you afraid of disagreeing with [name]? If yes, what happens when you
disagree? Would you feel able to disagree with [name] if the two of you were in
separate rooms and the mediator worked with you one on one?
6. Has [name] discouraged you from spending time with friends and family?
7. Has the other party ever sent you repeated e-mails, calls, social media contacts or
other unwanted communication after you asked him/her to stop? Has the other
party monitored your communication, social media, or your whereabouts? If yes,
please explain.
8. Have you ever cancelled a temporary protective order or allowed one to expire
against [name]?
9. Has [name] interfered with your ability to speak to an attorney or other advocate?
10. Has [name] discouraged you from working, accepting promotions, going to
school, and being independent in general? If yes, how so?
11. Have you and the other party ever hit, strangled, pushed, or slapped one another?
12. Do you believe that mediation will be beneficial? Why or why not?
(f) Mediation Recommendation. Based on the answers from the Tier II questions and on
the presence or absence of any other indicators of abuse or coercion as perceived by the
screener, the screener or ADR program director should determine if the case is
appropriate for mediation. If it is determined that the case is appropriate for mediation,
screeners shall discuss the following with the at-risk party:
a. If arrangements need to be made for the parties to arrive and leave the mediation
session separately.
b. If arrangements need to be made for the session to be held entirely in caucus.
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RULE 5. NEXT STEPS AFTER SCREENING
After presenting information about the process of mediation and discussing the information
elicited by the questions in Rule 4(e), the screener shall ask whether the at-risk party needs any
further information about the mediation process in order to decide whether or not the at-risk
party is willing to mediate.
The mediation process should proceed only if accommodations can be put in place that will
enable the parties to:
speak up and negotiate for themselves,
feel safe and secure during and after the mediation, and
reach a voluntary, un-coerced agreement.
When screening, ADR program staff should be aware that the screening process itself could
place an at-risk party in danger, and must therefore ensure that the screening is conducted under
safe and confidential circumstances.
RULE 6. REFERRAL TO MEDIATION IF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ALLEGED
After Tier II screening and the subsequent discussions described in Rules 4(e) and 5, the at-risk
party may choose whether or not he or she wants to proceed with mediation. If represented, the
party should be encouraged to discuss that decision with counsel and be given an opportunity to
do so before making that decision.
a) If the ADR program staff determines that the case is inappropriate for mediation based on
the information from the screening, then they should convey this information to the court.
b) If the at-risk party prefers to proceed with mediation, the case shall be sent to mediation
unless the ADR program staff or the court determines that there is a compelling reason
that this particular case should not be referred.
c) If referred, the ADR program must take reasonable steps to ensure that the safeguards set
forth in Rule 7 herein are in place for the mediation session.
d) ADR program staff has final decision-making authority as to whether the mediation shall
proceed, with great weight given to the preferences of the party who is perceived by ADR
program staff to be at risk.
e) ADR program staff and/or mediators shall provide the Georgia’s Statewide Domestic
Violence Hotline (1.800.334.2836) and a link to community resources to at-risk parties as
provided by GODR.
RULE 7. SAFEGUARDS FOR THE MEDIATION SESSION IN CASES INVOLVING
ISSUES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
a) If screening was not completed prior to the time of mediation, the program or mediator
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shall screen the parties separately immediately prior to the scheduled mediation. If
domestic violence is indicated during this screening, mediation cannot proceed without
appropriate Tier I and II screening.
b) ADR program staff and the mediator shall exercise care to avoid disclosure of the parties’
place of residence, telephone numbers, email address, etc., by either the program staff or
the mediator.
c) The ADR program staff and/or mediator should encourage at-risk parties to have an
attorney or DV advocate available for the entire session or sessions.
d) The ADR program staff and/or mediator shall offer to arrange for the parties to arrive and
leave the mediation session separately and shall make such arrangement if requested.
e) The ADR program staff and/or mediator shall offer the option of the entire session being
in caucus and shall make such arrangement if requested.
f) All mediations sessions in cases involving issues of domestic violence must be held in a
secure venue. The ADR program staff shall take reasonable steps to make the mediation
session safe.
g) ADR Program staff is responsible for ensuring that the mediator knows the status of the
case and the outcomes of the screening. And, the mediator is responsible for ensuring
that he or she is aware of the status of the case.
h) If there has been no response to the screening survey, it cannot be determined that there
is no domestic violence, and therefore the mediation should only be conducted by
mediator who is registered in the category of specialized domestic violence.
i) At the earliest possible point in the mediation, the mediator should explore power
dynamics in order to:
a. confirm the comfort of each party with the mediation format, and
b. confirm the ability of each party to bargain for her/himself.
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Interest  Based  Negotiation  
Interest-based negotiation is a term used to describe an approach
in conflict management that strives to discover the underlying
concerns, wants, needs, and interests of the disputants: and seeks
to build a resolution incorporating those interests while basing the
solution on mutually agreed upon standards. This approach, first
taught at Harvard University by Roger Fisher, goes beyond the
presenting issue(s) of the disagreement and looks at the origins,
fears, relationship issues, and the preconceived remedies of the
conflict. It is also referred to as “principled negotiation.” When
interest-based conflict management works, it results in:
•   Creative solutions that benefit the parties.
•   Durable solutions that everyone is motivated to
uphold.
•   An improved relationship between the parties.

Basics  of  Harvard    
Principled  Negotiation  
•   Separate the people from the problem.
•   Focus on interests, not positions.
•   Generate a variety of possibilities.
•   Base decisions on objective standards.
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As stated before, there are generally three personal reactions when
a dispute or disagreement occurs: flight (innate), fight (innate), or
unite (learned). Future events usually can be predicted based on
the individual’s starting point.
Interest-based problem solving relies on the parties’ ability to have
a “unite” reaction to the dispute between them. Americans, a
product of their environment and socialization, often see their
responses as “flight” or “fight”. The first is preferred but the
latter is chosen if the stakes are high enough or the pay-off is
attractive. It takes a person with “big picture” thinking ability to
understand and use the “unite” approach.
In order to “unite”, the parties have to deal with each other using
the basic communication and interpersonal attributes of

RESPECT
UNDERSTANDING
FAIRNESS
CARING
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These become evident when building a relationship (even
temporary ones) through openness, candor, and trust.. This is not an
easy task when emotions and pocketbooks are involved. There
are some aids to this process and they will be discussed
throughout the training program.
Interest-based conflict management depends upon the interests
and intentions of the parties and how they handle themselves and
each other. It works best when:
1.   The disputants are interested in the ideas, thoughts, and
feelings of each other and are receptive to new
information.
2.   Each party can clearly focus on and articulate their own
interests.
3.   The parties are interested in creating a solution and not
digging in for a win/lose battle.
*****

A mediator can assist the parties in resolving their difficulty if he
or she understands the nature and process of both conflict and
resolution and uses a negotiation style that offers the potential of
lowering emotional temperatures and readies the people to
negotiate with each other. Interest-based negotiation provides the
framework to do that.
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Principled negotiation means not deciding a case or situation on
its merits. It requires that the participants rise above the interplay
of their righteous positions, personalities, perhaps previous
training in negotiation, and subjective moves.

The major

components are:

PRINCIPLED
•   The goal of the negotiation is a good outcome for both
•   Each of the parties is a problem solver

SEPARATING PEOPLE FROM THE PROBLEM
•   Go soft on the people and hard on the problem
•   Trust between the parties is independent of process

INTERESTS COUNT, NOT THE POSITIONS
•   Stay away from “bottom line” statements
•   Find interests which are compatible or negotiable

INVENT OPTIONS FOR MUTUAL GAIN
•   Brainstorm creative solutions
•   Resist evaluation

ABIDE BY OBJECTIVE STANDARDS
•   Objective standards override personal will
•   Open the reason, closed to pressure

“In resolving conflicts, what seems on the surface to merely necessitate a meeting
of minds may ultimately also involve a touching of hearts.” - Joan Walters
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Negotiators who use principled negotiation focus as much on
process as they do content.

The outcome (agreement) is

important but the relationship of the parties is also important. To
do this, the following beliefs and attitudes are inherent in any
encounter with and among the parties.
1.   Acknowledge and valuing the relationship.
People usually have conflicts with others because there has
been some kind of relationship between them. It may have
been a close and personal one or it could have been a distant
and informal one such as a business/customer contact.
Relationships may be long standing or they may be temporary
and transitory. Regardless, the climate between the people in
the negotiation will indeed affect the outcome of the
negotiation.
The “principled” negotiator values the relationship and is able
to separate the issues of substance form the issues of process.
He/she will continuously work to understand the other and to
improve the relationship so that the people can deal with the
differences in opinion and fact.
2.   Communication in an open, trustworthy and effective

manner.

Discussions between people are facilitated by tone of voice,
the affect of body language, choice of words, and one’s
belief that the other is honest. When any method of
communicating is perceived as suspect or potentially
deceitful, the climate of the negotiation is altered.
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If this should occur, active listening and paraphrasing the
comments, or asking “why” of the feelings may reopen
communication and get the negotiation back on track.
Reliability, even in response to unreliability, will foster a
working relationship. The goal of the principled negotiator is
to establish and maintain a relationship that allows the parties
to get what they want.

3.   Accepting of the others in both content and process.
One of the most difficult tasks a principled negotiator must do
is to return positiveness when the other side is angry,
suspicious, or untrustworthy. Accepting the words and deeds
of the other happens if the negotiator is able to separate
his/her reason and emotion and attempts to understand the
perceptions and judgments of the other party.

“Command is expressed by attitude, corroborated by gesture, animated by
physiognomy, flashed by the look, made passionate by the voice, commented
upon by the accent, strengthened by articulation, imposed by the emphasis, and
carried by the whole power of the stronger on the weaker will.” - Sequin
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HARD AND SOFT POSITIONS
Whenever parties in a dispute begin by taking a position, it is
much like stepping into a trough of drying cement. It is difficult
to move around, messy to get out of, and impossible if they stay
there too long.

There are primarily two kinds of positional

bargaining, the hard and the soft. When using a “hard” approach,
these disputes defend the high cost, see the other as the adversary,
and try to win a contest of wills. If they use the “soft” approach,
these will often yield to pressure, make concessions, want to end
the unpleasant situation, or look for the answer that will make the
other happy.
In Getting to Yes, page 13, Roger Fisher and William Ury
outline behaviors of positional negotiators. Here are a few.
Each approach (flight or fight) offers its own set of difficulties.

Soft Positional Bargaining
Others are friends

Yield to Pressure

We must reach agreement

Trust others

Make concessions

Make offers

Soft on people & problem

Change Position

Disclose your bottom line

Insist on agreement

Search for “right” answer
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Hard Positional Bargaining
Others are adversaries

Win a contest of will

Victory is the goal

Distrust the other

Demand concessions

Make threats

Hard on people & problem

Dig in on your position

Mislead in bottom line

No win, no agreement

Insist on your “right” answer
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FOUR RULES
1. Distinguish between the people and the problem.
2. Explore the issues to discover the underlying interests.
3. Actively generate multiple options to solve the problem.
4. Develop agreements based on fair standards.

Distinguish between the people and the
problem.
The first rule makes a great deal of sense and is often very hard to
follow. In fact, in most cases, a person must continuously check
their own emotions, thoughts, and reactions for indicators that the
two are becoming connected.
Four ways to control the tendency to incorporate the parties into
the problem:
1. Keep your perspective “big picture.”
Use mental techniques to retreat from the immediate in order to
reconnect with the long term goals of the negotiation.
2. Exercise emotional control.
Refuse to get “hooked” by the emotion of the moment. Ignore
the acting out of the other party and keep it cool.
3. Focus on the present.
Stay with the current issues and refuse to let historical baggage
enter the picture. The blame game can wreck a negotiation.
4. Acknowledge and respect the perceptions of others.
When the other party’s interpretation is different, ask questions
and seek to understand why they think the way they do.
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Explore the issues to discover the underlying
interests
The issue in dispute is usually the tip of the iceberg. Below the
issues are motivators, fears, desires and needs that drive the
discussion.

The interests may fall into several categories: the

acknowledged and the unacknowledged; the known and the
unknown; and the verbalized and the non-verbalized.
A party with a problem will have a solution for that issue. The
pre-determined solution is their position. They want the solution
to become a reality at the end of the negotiation. Thus “positional
bargaining” begins and demands are made.
Interest-based negotiators delve below the surface and try to
find out what is behind the position. They ask questions, push for
more information, and request further disclosure on the needs and
wants of the parties.
Interest-based problem solvers try to find out what desires the
parties have in common (mutual interests) and what desires and
needs are exclusive (separate interests). Once the mutual and
separate interests are known and accepted, the parties are in a
better position to create a resolution that meets the needs and
wants of both.
Some people are more prone to disclosure than others. It has to
do with their personality, their negotiation experience, and the
perceived consequences of “moving too far from their position.”
The ability to discover hidden interests and bring them to the table
for consecutive discussion is one of the paramount traits of a
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skilled negotiator. It takes patience, time, sensitivity and intuition
as well as in depth knowledge of human behavior.

Actively generate multiple options to solve
the problem
When parties begin a negotiation with positions, options are
limited. The focus is on the solution each brings to the table. The
mindset is narrow and the strategy is to make the other bend
and/or give. Openly discussing what each needs and why can
begin to build an atmosphere for creativity and mutual gain.
If interests have been acknowledged and the parties are beginning
to have some level of trust (if not with each other, but in the
process or the mediator) they can begin to think of ways that both
parties can get their needs met and each walks away with a win.

Determining agreements based on fair
standards
At some point in the discussions, the parties need to direct their
attention to agreeing on the criteria to be used to measure any
possible resolution.

This can either be discussed initially or

perhaps after the communication has started to warm and there is
an evolving synergy. When the parties do agree on acceptable
criteria, this agreement can act as a positive influencer for
additional agreements.
The criteria for fair standards vary depending on the nature of the
conflict.

Examples could be:

the “blue book”, fair market

indexes, fees or rates advertised in the newspaper, industry
recommendations charts, etc.
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Key words to know and use
Several key words are used to facilitate and understand an interest-based
problem solving session.
Issue

The subject of the discussion or negotiation.
“what” the problem to be solved.

It is the

Determining the “what” is critical. Until the issues are clearly
defined, agreed upon, and discussion limited to the issue(s),
problem solving discussions are futile.
Interest

The party’s concern, need, or want. It is the “why” the
problem exists.
The interests lie behind the issues and provide the energy in
the dispute. Often real interests are carefully camouflaged
and are revealed only by prompting and active listening.
An interest-based resolution system encourages the
expression of true interests; look for mutual interests (source
of solution) and not separate interests that must be
considered when forging the solution.

Position

The party’s proposed solution. It is the “how”.
This is usually stated in absolute terms and sometimes
appears as a non-negotiable item. It is important to consider
the stated position as possible options, in part or in whole.

Option

A potential solution. Usually there are several methods for
carving a final resolution.
Alternatives can be identified during the entire discussion
and need to be recorded. The greater the number of
options, the better the chance of arriving.

Criteria

Qualities or standards for an acceptable solution.
This
would include the determination of mutually acceptable
standards for evaluating possible solutions, such as the “blue
book” or recommended fees from occupational or
professional associations. This discussion leading to
acceptable criteria can also include ground rules for the
session (if appropriate); such decisions might be: time,
place, length, follow-up sessions, roles of the attending
parties and/or their advisor, etc.
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Other Helpful Terms
BATNA

Best alternative to a negotiated agreement. Each party
should enter a discussion with a possible choice or
action if an agreement is not reached. These do not
necessarily have to be communicated to the other party
but allow the parties to feel some sense of control over
the situation.

WATNA

Worst Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement. Each
party should have an understanding of the implications
if an agreement is not reached. The presence of a
WATNA can focus the discussion and the parties on
building a solution.

CPC

Currently Perceived Choice. In many cases parties enter
a negotiation with rather rigid mindsets and see only a
limited or perhaps only one choice. Part of the
negotiation is to open the person(s) to other ideas
and/or choices.

PFC

Possible Future Choice. The result of breaking limited
thinking through the generation of alternatives. When
PFCs are identified, the parties experience new breakthroughs.

YES,P

Yesable Propositions. All suggestions for solutions or
new approaches to the problem should be phrased in
terms that make it easy for the other party to say “yes.”
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The Seven Elements (Harvard Principled Negotiation)
Each element represents something desirable in a good outcome.
There are likely to be trade-offs among them. Doing better on one
may mean doing worse on another – they are separate and not always
equal in significance.
1)   Alternatives: These are the walk-away alternatives which each
party has if agreement is not reached. They are things that one
party or one party can do by self help, without requiring the
agreement of the other. In general, neither party should agree
to something that is worse for that party than it’s “BATNA” –
best alternative to a negotiated agreement.
2)   Interests: The term used for the motivations that drive the
behavior. Underlying the positions of the parties are their
needs, their concerns, their desires, their hopes and their fears.
Other things being equal, and agreement is better to the extent
that it meets the interests of the parties.
3)   Options: We use this word to identify the full range of
possibilities on which the parties might conceivably reach
agreement. We refer to options “on the table” or which might
be put on the table. Generally speaking, an agreement is better
if it is the best of many options; if it could not be better for
one party without being worse for another.
4)   Legitimacy: Other things being equal, an agreement is better
to the extent that each party considers it to be fair as measured
by some external benchmark, some criterion or principle
beyond the simple will of the parties.
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5)   Commitments: Commitments are oral or written statements
about what a party will or won’t do. They may be made during
the course of a negotiation or may be embodied in a agreement
reached at the end of the negotiation. In general, an agreement
will be better to the extent that the promises made have been
well planned and well crafted so that they will be practical,
durable, easily understood by those who are to carry them out.
6)   Communication: Other things being equal, an outcome will
be better if reached efficiently without waste of time or effort.
Efficient

negotiation

requires

effective

two-way

communication.
7)   Relationship: A negotiation produces a better outcome to the
extent that the parties have improved their ability to work
together. It is always important to think about how the parties
handle their differences and the long-range effects of those
approaches. After the problem solving is over, are the parties
better off or worse off in dealing with their differences?
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Role of the Lawyer in Mediation
I.  

Introduction
A.  As you all know, issues surrounding the role of the
lawyer in mediation are becoming increasingly
important. More and more courts are referring more
and more large disputes to mediation. With this,
more lawyers.
B.   Surprisingly little has been written re: what role of
lawyer ought to be in representing client in
mediation, or re: how mediators ought to handle
disputes in which one or more party is represented
by attorney. Two extremes:
1. Lawyer should participate as little as
possible, perhaps not at all
2.   Lawyer should behave as does in litigation –
dominate
C.   Even among mediators, various views. Two
extremes:
1. Lawyers are troublemakers, mess up the
mediation
2.   Lawyers are the mediator’s best friend
D.  Some argue:
1. All extremes are wrong, lawyer role should
vary, depending on circumstances
2.   To understand what lawyer role is and ought to
be one should focus on divergences between
a.   lawyer and client in terms of economics
and psychology. this may be obvious to
you as mediators, but
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b.   much literature has assumed commonality
of interests, especially given lawyers’
ethical responsibilities
c.   but, I hope to go beyond obvious – show
how specific divergences can sometimes
make settlement more likely, and
sometimes less
3.   Mediators need to understand these divergences
because mediation can help to bridge problems
caused by divergences between attorney and
client; can help most if mediators see what they
are dealing with.
E.   Roadmap:
1. Barriers to negotiation/mediation
a. economists insights as to why cases don’t
settle more quickly
b.   psychologists insights as to why cases
don’t settle more quickly
2. How adding an attorney changes the mix – can
make settlement more or less likely
3. How mediation potentially helps solve problems
caused by divergences
4.   How mediators can make use of these social
science insights
5.   Why minimal attorney role is not necessarily
best
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II. Economists’ insights as to why cases don’t
settle more quickly
A.  The big mystery: why don’t cases settle right away
based on predictions of what would happen in
court? (assume people as rational utility
maximizers, $ primary goal)
B.   Explanations
1. Lack of information
2. Game theory/bluffing (the negotiation “dance”)
III. Psychologists’ insights as to why cases don’t
settle more quickly
A.  Non-monetary goals
1. Publicity
2. Vengeance
3. Precedent
4.   Justice
5.   Venting
6.   Seeking apology
B.   People aren’t necessarily “rational”, meaning that
in certain systematic ways they will not just base
settlement positions on “expected value” of success
in court
1. Over optimism

2.   Anchoring
3.   Divergent risk preferences
4.   Reactive devaluation
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IV. Adding the attorney to the mix
A. The attorney’s ethical responsibilities
1. Adhere to client’s wishes (within limits);
consider upcoming litigation
2.   Despite ethical rules, some divergences
B. Economic divergences
1. Way lawyer is paid causes divergences
a. Contingent fee attorney has incentive to settle
quickly
b.   Hourly fee attorney has incentive to drag
case out
2. Lawyer may have non$ interests too: publicity,
justice, stay buddies with opponent,
reputation…
3.   Lawyer has interest in retaining client as client,
so may be afraid to tell “bad news” about case.
C.   Psychological divergences (see world differently,
express selves differently)
1. Lawyer more “rational”, client more
“emotional”
2. Lawyer more $ oriented, client may have other
goals
3. Lawyer less affected by risk aversion,
anchoring, over-optimism, reactive devaluation,
etc.
D. How lawyer/client divergences affect mediation
1. How lawyers may make settlement less likely
a.   Economic incentives
i.   $-- if hourly fee
ii.   Non $ interest may make lawyer
reluctant to settle
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b.   Psychology
i.   Lawyer over-emphasis on $.
ii.   Lawyer fails to see potential of non $,
“win/win” agreement.
iii.   Lawyer fails to see importance of
venting, apology, etc.
2. How lawyers may make settlement more likely
a. Economic incentive
i. Contingent fee attorney may prefer
quick settlement.
ii. Non-monetary interests may also lead
lawyer to prefer settlement.
b. Psychology
i. Lawyer may be less affected by the
various “irrational” responses
described above.
ii. Lawyer may help convince client to
set aside “irrational” desire to try case.
iii. Remember, increasing the likelihood
of settlement is not necessarily a good
thing.
V. How Mediation Potentially Helps Surmount
Problems Caused by Divergences
A. Client role is different in mediation than in negotiation
B. Two key features allow mediation help bring about
settlement that might not otherwise occur
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1.   Client present
a.   Can hear directly
i.   Judge other side’s position
ii.   Hear apology
iii.   Strive for “win/win”
b.   Can speak directly – vent, apologize, etc.
2.   Mediator present
a.   Can question clients re: strength of
claims – reality check
b.   Can help client think through real goals
c.   Can help facilitate emotional or non$
exchanges (venting, apology, etc.)
C. Mediator may at times help client see settlement is not
what they want
VI. Insights for Mediators Based on this Social
Science
A. Think of the attorney as a “player” – their interests and
views are relevant
B. Ways to deal with fact that attorney interests/
approaches may be preventing settlement that client
would want.
1.   Sometimes attorney is afraid to spell out
weaknesses in client’s case, due to fear of loss
of business; mediator can play the “heavy”
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2. Sometimes attorneys may be blind to possibility of
non-monetary issues, etc.; mediator can help by
addressing such issues directly with client and
attorney or by encouraging client to play direct
role, see & speak for self.
3.   If attorney’s own interests are leading her to be
negative toward settlement:
a.   Consider addressing such interests directly,
most likely in caucus, with attorney.
b.   Without accusing attorney of improprieties,
can talk directly with client, and help her see
benefits of settlement, risks of litigation.
c.   Conceivable could discuss such matters with
client, alone, but probably this is not
advisable and attorney would not allow it.
d.   Encourage client to play active role, to see &
speak for self.
e.   Turn focus to non-monetary areas that
attorney may have ignored.
C.   Ways to deal with fact that attorney interests/approaches
may be encouraging a settlement that does not serve
client’s best interest.
1. Many mediators do not worry about such
settlements, but I believe they should; not all
settlements are necessarily desirable, and at
extreme, coercion or fraud is bad.
2. Ensure that client, through direct participation,
has understanding of full range of options, can
decide for self.
3. Help attorney see the settlement that to them
appears “rational” may not serve client’s own
perceived best interest.
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VII. Why Minimal Attorney Role is not Necessarily
Best
A. Some may be tempted to deal with attorney/client
conflict by eliminating role of attorney altogether
B. But…
1. Attorney can, as discussed above, sometimes
help client reach settlement.
2. Some clients need attorney as protector – will be
outmatched without.
3.   In litigation client will have attorney; why not in
mediation? Processes are linked.

Additional sources
Kenneth Arrow et a, Barriers to Dispute Resolution (1995)
John W. Cooley, Mediation Advocacy (1996) (urging attorneys to be dominant in mediation)
Eric Galton, Representing Clients in Mediation (1994)
Ronald J. Gilson and Robert H. Mnookin, Disputing through Agents: Cooperation and Conflict Between Lawyers in
Litigation, 94 Colum. L. Rev. 509 (1994)
Dwight Golann, Mediating Legal Disputes: Effective strategies for Lawyers and Mediators (1996)
Russell Korobkin and Chris Guthrie, Psychology, Economics and Settlement: A New Look at the Role of the Lawyer,
76 Tex. L. Rev. 77 (1997)
Russell Korobkin and Chris Guthrie, Psychological Barriers to Litigation Settlement: An Experimental Approach,
93, Mich. L. Rev. 107
John Lande, How Will Lawyering and Mediation Practices Transform Each Other? 24 Fla. St. L. Rev. 839 (1997)
Robert H. Mnookin, Why Negotiations Fail: An Exploration of Barriers to the Resolution of Conflict 8 Ohio St. J.
Disp. Res. 235 (1993)
Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Gains, Losses, and the Psychology of Litigation, 70 S. Cal. Rev. 113 (1996)
Larry M. Watson, Jr. Effective Legal Representation in Mediation, in Florida Bar, Continuing Legal Education,
Alternative Dispute Resolution in Florida (2d ed. 1995)
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Negotiation Preparation Guide
You probably would not go to a showroom and buy a car without reading trade
magazines, talking to salespeople from different businesses, checking with owners
of that kind of car, contacting the bank, etc., because people who do usually “get
taken”. An effective resolution also hinges on the preparation of the parties before
they actually sit down to discuss the problem.
Use the following questions to help with your preparation.
1.

What is the problem to be discussed? (Your perception)
What is the problem, as the other side perceives it?

2.

What do you want to achieve from the negotiation?
What does the other party want to achieve? (Best guess)

3.

What are the barriers to problem solving? (Your perception)
What are the barriers to problem solving? (Other’s perception)

4.

What negotiation style will you use?
What negotiation style do you think the other will use?

5.

What solutions do you think might work?
What solutions will the other side offer?

6.

How will you handle disagreement from the other side?

7.

What criteria will you use to evaluate the acceptable or the unacceptable?
What criteria will the other side use?

8.

How will I check to make sure that we are communicating?

9.

Will I need “experts” brought into the sessions? (Who)
Will the other side need “experts”? (Who)

10.

Is a continuing relationship with the other side important?
How will I protect it?

11.

How will I begin the negotiation?
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OBSERVERS GUIDE
PRINCIPLES
USING CONFLICT AS A RESOURCE
A. Feels “comfortable” dealing with the situation?
B. Handles situation with “confidence”.
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN PEOPLE
AND THE PROBELMS
A. Shows respect & positive regard for the other
party? How?
B. Takes an accusing/judging approach to other
party. How?
EXPLORING ISSUES FOR INTERESTS
A. Are parties describing their basic wants and
needs? How?
B. Are the parties listening to other’s needs and
wants? How?
INVENTING OPTIONS/MUTUAL GAINS
A. Is party “stuck” on a few possibilities? How?
B. Is party open and creative? How?
AGREEING/ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS
A. Is party trying to reach an agreement?
B. Is party working within mutually determined
standards?

PARTY A

PARTY B

AUGUSTA SERIES

(Cont.) Mediation Advocacy That Works
Presented By:
Robert A. “Bob” Berlin
New Decision Management Associates, Inc.
Macon, GA

AUGUSTA SERIES

Observations And Suggestions From
The Defense Perspective
Presented By:
Sonja R. Tate
Fulcher Hagler LLP
Augusta, GA
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OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FROM THE
DEFENSE PERSPECTIVE
SONJA R. TATE, FULCHER HAGLER, LLP

1. TO MEDIATE OR NOT TO MEDIATE
In many courts, the question of whether or not to mediate is a moot one. More and more,
circuits are requiring mediation before you can be placed on the trial calendar, and if the
circuits don’t require it, many judges do. Despite these requirements, the question of
whether or not to mediate is still a good one.
A. Liability Cases - Look for the silver lining.
1.

Problem clients – Whether you are representing plaintiffs or defendants, there

are plenty of problem clients to go around. For every plaintiff that believes with all
their heart that liability is perfectly clear, there is a defendant or an adjustor that is
convinced that with proper representation, the case would be dismissed altogether. A
fresh set of eyes, with no dog in the fight, can help your client reassess the case so
that he/she can see their way to a resolution.
a.

Make sure the mediator isn’t the first person to address the problems with the
client. If plaintiff’s counsel has been puffing up the case to his/her client, she
isn’t going to listen to the mediator when she asks her the hard questions. By the
same token, if defense counsel has been assuring the client or adjustor that there
simply is no liability, it shouldn’t come as a surprise when the defendant does
not come to the mediation prepared to resolve the case. Moreover, an adjustor
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who is blindsided with clear liability when she thought there was none will have
a difficult time getting additional authority during the mediation.
b.

Use the mediator – but don’t make her the bad guy. Your client trusts you. They
don’t know the mediator. Adjustors and other defendants, who are well versed in
litigation and do this every day, can get as mired in their positions as
inexperienced plaintiffs. You certainly don’t have to agree with everything the
mediator points out, but if you dismiss it all, you’ve undercut the process and
there’s no point in continuing.

2.

Confirm the assessment of the case and make your escape – From a defense

perspective, there is very little as frustrating as being forced to mediate a case that
everyone involved knows is all about liability, has nothing to do with damages and
will not be settled at mediation. Some cases just need to be tried.
a.   Find out if everyone agrees – Make sure everyone is on the same page before
you show up. Talk to your client, talk to opposing counsel and talk to the
mediator. At worst, everyone is prepared for an unsuccessful mediation. At
best, you learn something about your case that helps you find a resolution.
b.   Ask to be excused from mediation - Some courts, when presented with the
liability issue, will agree to excuse the case from the mediation requirement,
especially if both sides agree.
c.   But if you aren’t excused, don’t be shocked when it settles anyway. Show up
and make a good faith attempt based on the strengths and weaknesses you see
and good things can happen. If you listen to the other party and the mediator, you
may learn something that changes your position. Or, you never know when the
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other side has determined the case isn’t as strong as they once believed and are
willing to come to an agreement closer to your evaluation that you would expect.
Don’t shut the door on that possibility.
B.   Damages Only
1.  

Of course you want to mediate! - If you don’t have a liability argument, why

in the world wouldn’t you mediate? We all know the benefits of mediation. It gives
the parties who know the most about the case the ability to control the outcome of the
case rather than relying on twelve strangers, and to do so in a much more efficient
and economical manner. Don’t let your pride or your desire to show the other side
just how wrong they are get in the way of a better resolution for your client.
2.  

Are we too far apart? - As strongly as folks can feel about their liability

assessments, defendants and adjustors can feel even more strongly about their
assessment of damages. When the parties are firmly entrenched in their positions,
mediation offers all of the same advantages.
a.   Look for the silver lining.
b.   Use the mediator to help you (and your client) evaluate and reassess the case.
c.   Make sure everyone is on the same page – Even where liability is clear, there are
cases that simply need to be tried. If you know you are firmly entrenched, talk to
everyone involved so no one is surprised at the mediation.
d.   Ask to be excused - Again, if both sides believe it will not be helpful, ask to be
excused. You have a duty to appear and negotiate in good faith.
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e.   Show up and listen – If you aren’t excused, come to the mediation ready to
negotiate based on your evaluation of the case, but listen to the other party and
the mediator. You just might be surprised.

2.   WHEN TO PULL THE TRIGGER
Don’t get complacent and just blindly march through discovery and depositions before
considering mediation.
A.   Pre-Suit mediation – So many cases are filed and litigated that could easily be
resolved prior to incurring those fees and costs. If there are no liability issues, and
discovery would not be helpful, take advantage of a pre-suit mediation. Most carriers
are amenable and eager to resolve those cases quickly. Businesses concerned about
the fees and opportunity costs of litigation, regardless of their position on liability or
damages, would be well served by an early mediation that resolves the matter.
B.   Completion of discovery – Be as prepared for mediation as you would be for trial. If
there are documents you need in order to make your case, get them. If you need prior
medical records, get them. And if you would be required to produce them for trial,
produce them now. Defendants, and specifically insured defendants, have to jump
through a number of hoops in order to get settlement authority and it often takes time.
Make sure they have what they need to get that authority well before the mediation.
It will not matter how hot that smoking gun is if they’ve never seen it before.
Mediations often fail because the plaintiff comes to the mediation with more medical
treatment and bills than were previously known. Don’t expect the defense to consider
those additional bills if they didn’t have them well in advance.
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C.   Expert depositions - Consider these carefully and whether they need to be taken
before mediation. Ask yourself whether it will convince the other side. Depending
on the expected testimony of the expert, it may do more harm than good prior to the
mediation. If the expert is a treating physician and they are expected to testify only
that the treatment was necessitated by the accident, it will likely do more harm than
good at the mediation. Unless there is something specific in the records, the defense
will likely presume the treating physician will testify the plaintiff’s medical treatment
and bills are reasonable and necessary and causally related to the accident and have
already factored that in to the evaluation. Taking the treating physician’s deposition
isn’t going to add to the value of the case. On the other hand, the plaintiff incurring
that cost is going to make it harder for him/her to negotiate the case. Liability experts
are a different matter altogether.

3.   SELECTION OF THE MEDIATOR
A.   Consider the Party’s Experience with Litigation – Defendants are typically businesses
and individuals who are experienced with litigation themselves and/or they are
insured and the adjustors are experienced with litigation. This is not new to them and
they have evaluated the case based on that experience. The impact the mediator can
have on that person is somewhat muffled. It is not true they have no impact, but this
isn’t the adjustor’s first rodeo. On the other hand, while plaintiff’s counsel may be
experienced with litigation and mediation, the plaintiff likely is not. It is more
important to me that plaintiff’s counsel and their client are comfortable with the
mediator than I am.
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B.   Mediator’s Experience with the Issues – It is, however, important to me that the
mediator have some experience with the real issues in the case. We are fortunate here
in the Augusta Circuit to have a number of certified mediators who are practicing
attorneys, but that is not always the case. There is no requirement that a mediator be
an attorney in order to be registered as a neutral, or that they have any specific
litigation experience.

There are additional training requirements for things like

domestic cases, with good reason.

Think about the issues you will focus on

explaining to a jury and find a mediator you believe will understand those issues.
Even in simple negligence cases, mediators with some experience in considering and
evaluating medical records can be helpful and better able to understand causation
issues. Mediators with trial experience may be better equipped to consider potential
evidentiary issues.
C.   Mediator’s Experience with other Tangential Issues – Besides the issues involved in
the case, there are other issues that can hinder a successful resolution. For example,
lien issues often get in the way of settlements. Insurance issues such as coverage and
subrogation can stand in the way if they aren’t addressed. Experience with the judge
and/or the jurisdiction, or with expenses involved in preparing a case for trial are all
important issues that impact the value. From a defense perspective, I prefer a
mediator who understands those issues. It gives the mediator more tools to work
with.
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4.   TIPS AND PET PEEVES AT THE MEDIATION
A.   Starting High and Staying There – No one is surprised when a plaintiff starts with a
number higher than the number at which they expect to settle. That’s why we need
the mediation. However, it is one thing to start with an unreasonably high number
and quite another to stay there. Yet for some reason, that seems to be the current
trend. All too often the response this elicits is for the defense to make a very small
move, or none at all, signaling the beginning of the obligatory tit-for-tat portion of the
mediation, and adding wasted time. In the words of Nancy Reagan, “Just say no.” If
the plaintiff never gets to the range he reasonably believes the case should settle, he
will never know if the defendant will get there. If by some force of will, the mediator
is able to head off this portion of the programming, the defendant could easily reach
the top of her authority and the parties still be a chasm apart.
B.   Confidential or Not? – Mediation is a confidential process. However, if you pay
close attention to the mediator’s comments at the beginning of the mediation, you
may be surprised to hear some slight differences from mediator to mediator. Some
will tell you that anything you say to them is confidential unless you give them
authorization to disclose it to the other party. Others will say just opposite – that they
will feel free to disclose the information to the other side, unless you ask them to keep
it confidential. Make sure you understand which mediator you have and in the event
you choose to share something with the mediator you prefer he not share with the
other side, tell him that as well.
C.   Go ahead and share it – The vast majority of cases get resolved without trial. That
magic impeachment evidence may never see the light of day if you hold on to it. On
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the other hand, it could impact the value of a settlement and help push the case to
resolution. If you haven’t already disclosed it, let the mediator share it.
D.   Listen and Ask Questions – Mediators will often test your theory of the case in order
to point out the weaknesses. They also have experience trying and resolving cases.
Take advantage of their wisdom and experience.

Don’t be afraid to talk with

opposing counsel outside of the presence of the clients.
E.   Necessary Parties – It goes without saying that the plaintiff needs to be there, but if
there is some other person who is involved in the decision making process, please
invite them as well. On the defense side, most of the rules requiring mediation
require that an adjustor be there as well.
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INTRODUCTION:
This paper is entitled “Mediation Ethics: The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly” in an effort
to make the topic of mediation ethics a bit more interesting. It will explore the questions “You
mean I have to worry about ethics in mediation too? And so do mediators?” The answer to both
is “yes.” What is in this paper is not an exhaustive list of what is “Good,” “Bad” and “Ugly”
with respect to ethics and mediation. But a number of key points are addressed.
THE GOOD
Trained Mediators Subject To Ethical Standards
As this paper is written for a Georgia Institute of Continuing Legal Education program, it
begins with a focus on Georgia. The ground work for considering mediator ethics begins with
the Supreme Court of Georgia (“Court”). In 1994 it created the Georgia Commission on Dispute
Resolution (“Commission”).

The Commission was given certain powers, duties and

responsibilities with respect to court ordered or court referred mediations that apply to mediators
registered with the Georgia Office of Dispute Resolution (more on it later).
The Commission has a broad base of membership being comprised of the Court’s current
Chief Justice or designee, a judge of the Georgia Court of Appeals, the President of the State Bar
or designee, three Superior Court judges, two judges selected from Georgia’s four other classes
of trial courts, one member of the General Assembly, five members of the State Bar, one
mediation trainer from an approved mediation training program, and two non-lawyer members of
the public.
Among the Commission’s initial responsibilities were “To develop criteria for training
and qualifications of neutrals” and “To establish standards of conduct for neutrals,” i.e., ethical
standards.

Further, the Commission was empowered “To receive, investigate, and hear
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complaints about neutrals registered with the Commission” and “To receive, investigate and hear
complaints about or arising out of ADR conducted by a registered neutral in any ADR setting.”
A “Good” is that the Court promulgated Alternative Dispute Resolution Rules (“Rules”)
which include, an Appendix C “Ethical Standards for Neutrals.” The Rules also established a
procedure for complaints to be made for breaches of the ethical standards by registered
mediators. All complaints are reviewed by the Commission’s Ethics Committee and discipline
may be imposed for sanctionable conduct.

This includes public or confidential letters of

admonition or reprimand, suspension and/or removal from registration with the Georgia Office
of Dispute Resolution (“GODR”). One of its responsibilities is to oversee the registration
process for mediators and remove a mediator from registration if removal is found to be
appropriate by the Commission.
Another “Good” is the training required by the Commission to become a registered
mediator, which includes training in ethics. To be registered as a mediator for civil cases twentyeight (28) hours of classroom training is required, as well as either observations of or comediations with a registered mediator or participation in an approved practicum.

To be

registered for domestic mediations the civil training is required plus an additional forty-two (42)
hours of classroom training, as well as either a practicum or one observation and two comediations. To be registered for domestic violence mediations an additional fourteen (14) hours
of classroom training is required.
Additionally, mediators must undergo an annual registration with the GODR.

To

maintain registration a minimum of three (3) hours of continuing education with a nexus to
mediation skills is required.
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Ethical Standards Set Out in the Rules
I.  

Self-Determination/Voluntariness: The parties are to control the outcome, not the
mediator. They are the decision makers. Additionally, a mediator should not conduct but
should terminate a mediation where it appears a party is incapacitated or being coerced.

II.  

Confidentiality: A mediator may not disclose what is said or done at a mediation subject
to certain limited exceptions.

III.  

Impartiality: A mediator shall not have, or give the appearance of, favoritism, bias or
prejudice towards a party.

IV.  

Fairness: “The mediator is the guardian of the fairness of the process. In that context the
mediator must assure that the conference is characterized by overall fairness and must
protect the integrity of the process.” This includes terminating the mediation when
deemed appropriate.

V.  

Rules of Fair Practice: These include no referrals to others constituting improper
business practices based on financial self-interest; disclosure of fees with none ever being
contingent based upon a specific result; competence to meditate the matter involved;
truthful advertising and no guarantee of a specific result; and, diligence.
The exceptions to the confidentiality standard are:
•  

Threats of imminent violence to self or others;

•  

Danger to the safety of a party or third parties;

•  

Child abuse;

•  

Whether the parties appeared as ordered; and

•  

Whether settlement occurred and its terms if needed for a court order.
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Lawyers: Advocacy And Negotiation
What is a “Good” for lawyers as they advocate and negotiate in a mediation? Posturing
or “puffing” is not unethical. In Comment 2 to Rule 4.1, Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct,
it is said that in negotiations opinions of the value of a claim are not regarded as unethical
statements of material fact. Nor are statements as to settlement positions. “Puffing” or posturing
are regarded as inherent to negotiations and are permissible.
Similarly, the American Bar Association Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility rendered Formal Opinion 06-439 in 2006 which also states that posturing or
“puffing” does not constitute a false statement of material fact. Nor are statements of negotiating
goals or willingness to compromise. As the opinion states:
It is not unusual in negotiation for a party, directly or
through counsel, to make a statement in the course of
communicating its position that is less than entirely
forthcoming. (Emphasis added.)
Therefore, for both factual and legal positions it is permissible to exaggerate or
emphasize the strengths, and minimize or de-emphasize the weaknesses, of a case. It is also
permissible to make inflated demands and conceal: (1) willingness to settle; (2) a bottom line or
maximum authority; and (3) a client’s intentions.
Ex Parte Communications
Ex parte communications are actually a “Good.” They may be permissible prior to a
scheduled mediation, both written and oral. In effect, they are pre-mediation private caucuses
and allow a mediator to understand and think about the case, claim or dispute he or she will be
working on, to help the parties reach a resolution.

Such may include factual and legal

contentions, as well as concerns about positions or barriers to settlement that exist. But a word
of caution – some courts may prohibit ex parte communications.
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THE BAD
Bad Faith and Confidentiality
Although confidentiality is a “Good,” there may be times where attorneys may consider it
a “Bad” and this may arise most often when one side believes another did not attend a mediation
and negotiate in good faith.
The Supreme Court of Georgia’s Rules provide:
Any statement made during a court-annexed or court-referred
mediation or as part of intake by program staff in preparation for a
mediation . . . is confidential, not subject to disclosure, may not be
disclosed by the neutral (emphasis added) . . .
As a result of the above Rule, and the ethical standard in the Rules which provides “II.
Confidentiality: A mediator may not disclose what is said or done at a mediation subject to
certain limited exceptions.” (those listed at page 4 of this paper), a mediator cannot tell a judge
or staff that a party did not act in good faith even if he or she believes that to be the case. This is
reinforced by the Commission’s Committee on Ethics Advisory Opinion 6 which prohibits
sharing with a court “any information including impressions or observations of conduct from a
mediation session.”
Attorneys and Conflict of Interest
Lawyers who represent multiple plaintiffs may face some difficult issues, one of which is
equitable division of settlement funds. When their clients cannot agree on such division, ethical
problems in the form of conflicts of interest result. Also, what happens when one client wants to
settle and the other does not and there are limited settlement funds? What about a situation
where one client wants to settle, but another does not, and the opposing party will only settle if
both clients agree to? Or, what happens when both clients want to settle with limited settlement
resources and they want their lawyer to do the apportioning? Or, where a defendant requires that
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all claims be settled for an aggregate amount, leaving it to the plaintiffs to apportion the
settlement fund, and they want their lawyer to decide the amounts?
When one client wants to settle and another does not, it may be necessary to withdraw
and advise that each retain new, separate counsel to deal solely with the settlement issue. Or, at
a minimum, obtain permission from the non-settling client to participate in settling the other’s
claim. If this route is followed, full disclosure must be made, and informed consent must be
obtained, after explanation of the possible adverse consequences, in order to protect yourself
from possible allegations of malpractice or unethical conduct.
When there are limited resources, it is best not to be involved in an apportionment.
Ideally, the clients can reach an agreement on this, or if they can’t, they should be encouraged to
retain separate counsel to negotiate an apportionment, perhaps through additional mediation or
even arbitration.
Where there is an aggregate offer for settlement of multiple claims, clients should be
fully advised on the significance of the offer and give informed consent to the decision to settle if
that is what they want to do. But here again, as with the limited resources situation, advise them
to obtain separate counsel to assist them if they can’t reach an agreement on the division.
What if prior to a mediation it is learned, or believed, that the clients will either take
divergent positions at the mediation or that they may do so? For the “will” scenario, it would be
appropriate to persuade the clients to agree to obtain separate counsel of the purposes of the
mediation. For the “may” scenario, a determination of the need to persuade the clients to do so
could be reserved until it is clear whether or not resolution satisfactory to each client is
achievable. But here again, informed consent of the clients is required; obtaining separate
counsel for the mediation, or even withdrawal, may be necessary.
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It should be expected that where there are multiple defendants or multiple plaintiffs
represented by different lawyers, initial agreement as to who pays what, or who gets paid what is
very unlikely. And it should also be anticipated that in cases where multiple plaintiffs or
defendants are represented by the same lawyer, ethical problems may arise.
THE UGLY
Mediators and Ethical Violations
Registered mediators have been found to have committed violations of ethical standards
established by the Commission. Examples of violations are discussed below.
In a contested probate case the mediation involved four drafts of a proposed settlement
but the mediator left before there was a finalized agreement after receiving assurances that there
was an agreement on all issues. There was a subsequent dispute by one of the parties as to there
being a final agreement and a hearing was held during which the mediator was called for a
conference call. The mediator stated that there was a full and final settlement of all claims and
subsequently wrote a letter to one of the attorneys accusing him of bad faith and stating her
opinion that there was a full and final settlement. A copy of the letter was sent to the ADR
program.

The mediator was found to have violated the principle of self-determination by

seeking to impose her interpretation of what was agreed to, as well as violating the
confidentiality standard. She filed a Petition for Voluntary Discipline acknowledging those
breaches and agreed to a 30 day suspension from her registered status.
In a contested domestic case the mediator, a licensed psychologist, had served as a
marriage counselor and also tested one of the children. The mediation did not result in a
settlement. At a hearing the wife called the mediator to testify as to what occurred at the
mediation. The judge was critical of his involvement with the parties and service as a mediator.
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The mediator submitted a lengthy affidavit in response providing details and criticisms of what
occurred at the mediation. It was found that the mediator committed multiple violations of the
confidentiality rules. Further, that he should not have agreed to mediate because of his prior
professional relationship with the family which created conflict of interest and impartiality
concerns.

He was found to have committed “gross incompetence” and was removed as a

registered mediator effective immediately.
In a mediation involving child support, the mediator made crude and condescending
remarks to the wife, as well as engaged in insulting behavior to both the wife and husband. The
mediator conceded his actions were inappropriate and was given a private reprimand with a
warning that any subsequent misconduct would result in a suspension or possible revocation of
his registration.
In another domestic case, a mediaton resulted in a settlement agreement being reached.
Three months later the husband called the mediator and asked her to go on a dinner date. She
asked if the divorce was final, was told yes but made no independent verification of that. The
wife filed a complaint alleging bias. The mediator filed a Petition for Voluntary Discipline
accepting responsibility for her actions which led the wife to believe she was biased and agreed
to a private Formal letter of Admonition.
Interestingly, although no specific mediator was named, the Commission’s Committee on
Ethics was asked to address media contact with mediators. This grew out of an article in the
Daily Report which appeared to reveal details of a mediation by the mediator. The Committee
on Ethics issued an Advisory Opinion that “no comment” was the appropriate response because
“mediators are bound by their ethical duties of confidentiality, and they should not discuss
anything that happened during mediation . . . .”
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Attorneys and Ethical Violations
There are ethical violations which an attorney may commit. Although, as previously
discussed on advocacy and negotiation, there is considerable latitude with respect to posturing
and puffing, but a material representation is forbidden.
The Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct come into play. Rule 8.4 Misconduct (a)(4),
provides that it is a violation of the Rules to “engage in professional conduct involving
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation.” Rule 4.1 Truthfulness in Statements to Others,
provides that a lawyer shall not knowingly “make a false statement of material fact or law to a
third person” nor “fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when disclosure is necessary to
avoid assisting a … fraudulent act by a client.” For example, if a lawyer knows that what
someone else has said is false, using what was said is an impermissible misrepresentation.
Similarly, if a lawyer knows of a material fact that can affect settlement positions, but such fact
is not known to the other side, it should be disclosed. An example is a lawyer representing a
client in a personal injury action where damages for a significant medical disability are claimed,
but it is subsequently learned there will be no such disability. Continuing to assert that there will
be one is an impermissible misrepresentation.
Other examples of what is not permissible are:
•  

Representing that there are documents supporting a client’s case that don’t exist.

•  

Representing that there are witnesses supporting a client’s case that don’t exist.

•  

Misrepresenting what a witness observed or will say.

•  

Concealing the death of a client when the death would have a substantive impact
on negotiations and the settlement position of an opponent.
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One area that is not entirely clear is that dealing with authority to settle for a specific
amount.

Claiming a lack of authority when one has it can be considered a material

misrepresentation. But how one phrases what authority has been given could be asserted to not
be a material misrepresentation. Examples are:
•  

For a defendant, “My client has only given me authority to settle for
$100,000.00,” when the actual authority given is $125,000.00. This could be
considered a material misrepresentation.

•  

For the plaintiff, “My client has only given me authority to settle for
$100,000.00,” when the actual authority given is $75,000.00. This could be
considered a material misrepresentation.

•  

For a defendant, “My client has given me the authority to settle for $100,000.00,”
when the total authority given is $125,000.00. Note, the word “only” is not used
so this is not likely to be considered a material misrepresentation.

•  

For a plaintiff, “My client has given me the authority to settle for $100,000.00,”
when the full authority is $75,000.00. Note that the word “only” is not used so
this is not likely to be considered a material misrepresentation.

What happens when a plaintiff’s counsel believes the policy limits are $25,000.00, but
they actually are $50,000.00, and the plaintiff’s lawyer says, “I will settle for the policy limits of
$25,000.00.” Is the defense lawyer obligated to tell the plaintiff’s lawyer what the limits actually
are? What if the defense lawyer is also mistaken on the policy limits? Does this make a
difference?
What happens when a defense lawyer relies on a medical report stating that the plaintiff
has a permanent disability when a subsequent report concludes the disability no longer exists?
What if the plaintiff’s lawyer only learns of the second report after the settlement was agreed to?
What might be a consequence of a material misrepresentation? If a party learns one has
been made that influences the settlement, there could be an attack seeking to void it based upon
fraud and a breach of the settlement agreement, such agreement being a contract.
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Another area of concern is breach of confidentiality. What might happen if a party
breaches the confidentiality rule by telling a court what was said and done at a mediation when a
settlement was not able to be reached? Attorney discipline by the court might occur. And it may
be argued by a defendant that when a plaintiff’s counsel or client does this, dismissal of the
complaint is an appropriate sanction.
What if there is a confidentiality provision in a settlement agreement that is breached? It
is possible that a party may seek to void the settlement.
Further, where either of the above examples of a confidentiality breach occurs by an
attorney, might not a malpractice action be filed by the attorney’s client?
CONCLUSION:
As set out in this paper, there are “Good,” “Bad” and “Ugly” things involving mediation
ethics. Hopefully, this will help attorneys understand ethical obligations and constraints placed
upon mediators, particularly confidentiality. There may be times an attorney would like a
mediator to tell a judge what occurred but a mediator faces discipline by the Georgia
Commission on Dispute Resolution if he or she does so.
For attorneys, the most likely concern appears to be material misrepresentations and their
implications for challenging a settlement. But breaches of confidentiality should also be of
concern because they create the risks of court sanctions, voiding a settlement or a malpractice
claim.
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The  Georgia  Academy  of  Mediators  &  Arbitrators.  He  also  has  been  selected  for  inclusion  in  The  Best  
Lawyers  in  America®  in  arbitration,  mediation,  commercial,  “bet  the  company,”  product  liability  and  
personal  injury  litigation.  His  firm,  Chadwick  Mediation  &  Arbitration,  LLC,  was  selected  for  Tier  1  ranking  
in  U.S.  News  –  Best  Lawyers  “Best  Law  Firms.”®  
  
Mr.  Chadwick  has  served  in  additional  leadership  positions  as  President  of  the  Augusta  Bar  Association,  
Chairman  of  the  Augusta  Port  Authority,  President  of  the  Greater  Augusta  Arts  Council,  Senior  Warden  
and  member  of  the  Vestry  of  the  Church  of  the  Good  Shepherd,  member  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  the  
Episcopal  Day  School  and  as  a  class  member  and  program  chair  for  Leadership  Georgia.  
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ICLE BOARD
Name

Position

Term Expires

Carol V. Clark

Member

2019

Harold T. Daniel, Jr.

Member

2019

Laverne Lewis Gaskins

Member

2021

Allegra J. Lawrence

Member

2019

C. James McCallar, Jr.

Member

2021

Jennifer Campbell Mock

Member

2020

Brian DeVoe Rogers

Member

2019

Kenneth L. Shigley

Member

2020

A. James Elliott

Emory University

2019

Buddy M. Mears

John Marshall

2019

Daisy Hurst Floyd

Mercer University

2019

Cassady Vaughn Brewer

Georgia State University

2019

Carol Ellis Morgan

University of Georgia

2019

Hon. John J. Ellington

Liaison

2019

Jeﬀrey Reese Davis

Staff Liaison

2019
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in
the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in
the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal
case in 1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of
three hours of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice
hours are included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited”
provider of “approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years.
Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Oﬃcial
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure
at the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688

